
Good For Coffee

www.finecoffee.com.tr



"To add pleasure to your life
For Fine Coffee... "





Those who want to start their own business and showing interest in the food sector
We offer a lucrative opportunity for investors ...



Our goal is
Being a large family together;
With all the concepts presented in the best 
locations, the fresh roasted coffee and innova-
tive products that our good large share of 
professional experience with you
We want to be a family.
Call us.
We are there for good coffee ...

We are competitive,
Because all Products
Our own facility;
All produced in our own facility our 
delicious products is directly delivered to 
our shareholders, the market competition 
is providing a comfortable environment.

Winner as,
Each coffee Saves Time We Say;
East and west end of the coffee culture gift, 
currently second in the world after oil trade coffee 
sector is the largest item. We start your own 
business those who want to, showing interest in the 
food industry entrepreneurs and business We offer 
a lucrative investment opportunity for people.

Our company for many years, the café 
sector For many well known brand; 
company specific doing research and 
development studies, new and It has 
produced for innovative products, 
industry and Operating in national and 
industry. By working with many 
international company it is specialized.

Correct investment,
high profits ...









Fine Coffee, coffee and dessert products since 2008 (Turkish coffee, Dibek Coffee, Espresso, Herbal Tea, Hot Chocolate,
Salep and sweet varieties, etc.) And producing many in the food industry known restaurants, cafes and outsource the franchise 
group opaque is a brand of the supplier of the food.

Opaque important than anything else, is a happy family enterprises. Nearly 20 years service restaurant with uninhibited line,
cafeteria, media, construction and operating in the tourism industry and the province's largest and best known brands risk of
opaque architecture known as food; created by expertise in the field of coffee, with a new brand national and international
It brings with investors.

A long time, our company is now in the production of coffee, the name employee asset Fine Coffee with consumers face to face with 
the brand name, establishing direct and intimate relationships. Which is the key to continued success, our fresh gourmet coffee an 
indispensable passion it will return.

Our brand, concept development company that has emerged as a result of his work Babel. Especially our concept
hot beverage category in the world's leading brands and consideration of various applications in the world
has been prepared taking in the development process of the project is to analyze the requirements of today's diverse urban life
needs are determined.

Fine Coffee; concept design, product quality and variety, logistics and experienced team with which it has knowledge
The sector with innovative flavors that will make a difference in many areas. Located in the product range, extremely economical 
prices quality coffee varieties offered by the; various desserts, cakes, cookies and cold drinks with the original support.

Turkish coffee and Turkish taste, keeping in the forefront, for the best coffee in the new coffee blend, ideal cafe
who wanted to spread all over Turkey by creating a chain in the next Fine Coffee, coffee taste expectations of culture
considering the best coffee in coffee drinkers and always have places where they can find the taste of life it is aimed.

You can also be a lucrative investment for Fine and good coffee we invite you to be part of the Coffee family.







































Concept Store
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Alaadinbey Mah. Nilüfer Ticaret Merkezi (Niltim) 620. Sk. No:3/A  Nilüfer/BURSA
Tel: 0.224 223 22 11 info@finecoffee.com.tr | www.finecoffee.com.tr

facebook.com/fineupcoffee | instagram.com/fineupcoffee | twitter.com/fineupcoffee
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